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By BRIELLE JAEKEL

As the diamond industry is expected to see a dip this year, compared to 2017’s 2 percent increase, jewelry brands
need to focus on millennials and Gen Z to sustain their future.

Demand for diamonds increased to $82 billion in 2017, thanks to the United States and China. But this growth is not
expected to continue into 2018, according to a new report from De Beers, which is urging the industry to focus on
Gen Z, despite the age group's lack of funds.
“T hose in the diamond industry must recognize that love may now be expressed in many ways, and diamonds may
also be used differently to symbolise it, but the connection remains as strong as ever,” said Bruce Cleaver, CEO of
SeBeers Group.
Diamonds and generations
According to De Beer’s Insight Report 2018, Gen Z and the millennial group are the largest generations to date. While
millennials have significant spending power right now, Gen Z’s potential is just as important.
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Both of these groups share characteristics such as placing importance on the meaningfulness of love, digital native
qualities, authenticity, individuality and self-expression, as well as being engaged in social issues.
However, millennials grew up in an economic boom and have sense of expectation, whereas Gen Z experienced
the financial crisis early on and therefore value individuality and a competitive streak. Millennials in the West and
Japan are now feeling pessimistic about surpassing their parent’s wealth.
It is imperative for the diamond industry to adapt to both groups' values.
Last year’s sales showed that self-purchasing in the United States is growing, now accounting for one-third of
diamond pieces sold and more than 28 percent of value. Most diamonds sold are for special occasions, making up
63 percent of all purchases, and only one-third are intended for daily wear.
While the overall industry is expected to dip, continued growth is expected in the U.S.
Stable growth is also projected in China, due to economic strength and consumer confidence.
Rough imports is another trend on the rise, with India’s gross rough diamond imports increasing to 195 million
carats in 2017.
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In the first half of 2018, sales of rough diamonds to cutting centers were higher compared to the first half of 2017.
Additional insight
De Beers’ introduction into the synthetic diamond market could shift the industry to become more widespread, but it
will also likely impact it in unexpected ways.
De Beers will be offering a line of lab-grown diamonds starting in September under the name Lightbox, but its prices
will be listed far below competitors'. T he low price point will allow the line to become widespread but positions
synthetic diamonds as far below natural diamonds (see story).
Despite the rise of diamond disruptors such as synthetic stones and gemstones, the majority of consumers from the
United States and China plan to purchase diamond jewelry in the coming year.
A report from diamond miner Alrosa and conducted by GfK found that 86 percent of Chinese consumers and 59
percent of Americans who have bought diamonds in the past expect to buy diamond pieces in 2018. While some are
turning away from diamonds due to sustainability or social concerns, this study indicates that there is still strong
interest for repeat purchases (see story).
“While the diamond sector must continue to meet the needs of Gen X and Baby Boomers, there are considerable
opportunities presented to the diamond industry by the rise of Millennials and Gen Z, provided it commits to
understanding these generations and adapts its marketing approaches to incorporate the needs and priorities of
young people,” Mr. Cleaver said.
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